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Abstract Multimedia content has been growing quickly and video retrieval is re-
garded as one of the most famous issues in multimedia research. In order to retrieve
a desirable video, users express their needs in terms of queries. Queries can be
on object, motion, texture, color, audio, etc. Low-level representations of video
are different from the higher level concepts which a user associates with video.
Therefore, query based on semantics is more realistic and tangible for end user.
Comprehending the semantics of query has opened a new insight in video retrieval
and bridging the semantic gap. However, the problem is that the video needs to
be manually annotated in order to support queries expressed in terms of semantic
concepts. Annotating semantic concepts which appear in video shots is a challenging
and time-consuming task. Moreover, it is not possible to provide annotation for every
concept in the real world. In this study, an integrated semantic-based approach for
similarity computation is proposed with respect to enhance the retrieval effectiveness
in concept-based video retrieval. The proposed method is based on the integration
of knowledge-based and corpus-based semantic word similarity measures in order
to retrieve video shots for concepts whose annotations are not available for the
system. The TRECVID 2005 dataset is used for evaluation purpose, and the results
of applying proposed method are then compared against the individual knowledge-
based and corpus-based semantic word similarity measures which were utilized in
previous studies in the same domain. The superiority of integrated similarity method
is shown and evaluated in terms of Mean Average Precision (MAP).
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1 Introduction
In recent years, there has been a tremendous need to query and process large
amount of data that cannot be easily described such as video data. Text-based
and content-based methods are considered as two fundamental frameworks for
video retrieval. Research on text-based methods began in 1970, and they are in
relevant with information retrieval community. Moreover, content-based methods
are applied in order to improve multimedia retrieval, and it is traced back to 1980s
by introducing Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR). So, the question that arises
is the degree of effectiveness of content-based methods in the area of Multimedia
Information Retrieval (MIR). Content-based methods can play essential roles when
text annotations are not available or are not sufficient enough. In addition, in spite
of having annotation, content-based methods give additional insight into media
collection, and enhance retrieval accuracy.
Unlike text retrieval systems, video retrieval has encountered one of the most
important challenging problems, named Semantic Gap. This is the difference be-
tween the low-level representation of videos and the higher level concepts which a
user associates with video [16]. The video analysis community has taken beneficial
steps towards bridging this gap by utilizing low-level feature analysis (motion,
shape, texture, color histograms) and lately by using semantic content description
of video, particularly when the content of video is pertaining to broadcast news.
However, because the semantic meaning of the video content cannot be expressed
in this way, these systems had a very limited success with the earlier mentioned
approaches for semantic queries in video retrieval. Several studies have confirmed
the difficulty of addressing information needs with such low-level features [24, 32].
However, low-level features have shown promising performance in video retrieval,
and they can be utilized in complement to high-level semantic concepts for improving
retrieval.
Lately, a number of concept detectors such as outdoors, face, building, etc., have
been developed by different researchers to help with the semantic video retrieval.
Among them, Large Scale Concept Ontology for Multimedia (LSCOM) with the
collection of more than 400 concept annotations , Columbia374 [41] and Vireo374
[18] are considered as the largest and the most popular concept detectors. Therefore,
the retrieval of desirable concept is accomplished by using the suitable concept
detector and coming up with detection confidences for all video shots. After that a
sorted list containing confidences of video shots is returned as result. Despite the fact
that the mentioned supervised training for concept detection is desirable, providing
annotations of concepts in videos manually is a very challenging and time consuming
task, and it is not considered as a suitable approach for retrieving every concept in
real world. Therefore, retrieving concepts provided that their annotations are not
available is essential. This can be achieved through the computation of similarity
measures.
Semantic similarity measures can be beneficial to bridge the gap between an
arbitrary textual query and a limited vocabulary of visual concepts [13]. These
similarity measures have been utilized in the area of video retrieval as well [1, 13].
Concept-retrieval, and it has been paid attention a lot recently. The quality of
similarity measure employed for mapping textual query terms to visual concepts is
considered as a key factor in concept-based retrieval. Various studies have made
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use of different similarity measures individually. Our study on the other hand
investigates the results of integration of various semantic similarity measures. Thus,
the integration of semantic similarity measures is applied instead of individual
semantic similarity measures in order to retrieve video shots for queries expressed
in terms of semantic concepts. The proposed integrated semantic based approached
combines multiple semantic similarity measurements, as previous works mostly used
these measurements individually.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an overview
of related work is given. Then, in Section 3, the proposed video retrieval model is
presented in details. The proposed model is evaluated experimentally in Section 4. In
Section 5, results and analysis are discussed. The conclusion of the paper is presented
in Section 6 with an outlook to future work.
2 Related work
2.1 Information retrieval
As the computerized documents have been increasing dramatically, the essence of
retrieving documents, which are stored in databases, is inevitable. In order to make
access to documents more intuitively, the field of information retrieval was revealed
with the aim of retrieving documents that covers users’ information needs [3]. The
effectiveness of IR systems is measured by assessing the relevance.
The gap between the computational matching of documents and the way users’
information need is expressed leads to semantic gap. In this manner, authors in
[20] considered the role of IR system as “a retrieval system which captures the
relevant relation by establishing a matching relation between the two expressions
of information in the document and the request, respectively”. In this definition,
information shows the degree of satisfaction achieved by users. Therefore, meeting
the different characteristics of information and coming up with better retrieval
effectiveness are two significant factors which contribute to the construction of a
retrieval system.
Various models in IR try to enhance the effectiveness of text documents retrieval.
Although text retrieval is different from other multimedia content, most IR models
are general, and they can be applied in other types of multimedia. Here, some
classical IR models are reviewed briefly.
One of the most commonly used models for information retrieval is Boolean
retrieval model which is based on such logical operators as “and”, “or” and “not”.
This model is very prevalent in data retrieval in which the query parameters and
database attributes are exactly matched. However, after coming up with results,
since relevant documents must be identified by users, it will be demanding for
queries that return large answers. To remove the limitation of the Boolean model,
another model called vector space retrieval model was suggested for text retrieval
[35]. In this model, non-binary weights are assigned to the index of documents
and terms. So, the similarity between index terms and query is calculated by these
binary weights. The more well-qualified the degree of similarity, the higher the
relevance for documents. Nevertheless, it leads to high dimensionality of the index
term space. In order to decrease the dimensionality of the index term space, the
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latent semantic indexing retrieval model is proposed [7]. In this model, at first, a term
correlation matrix is made by TF-IDF weights and then singular value decomposition
is applied to the index term matrix. The largest singular values present index terms
with lower dimensionality. For measuring similarity in this model, the query as a
pseudo-document should be modeled, and the most similar documents in the pro-
jected concepts space should be found. The extended Boolean retrieval model was
recommended in [33]. This model is the extension of the traditional Boolean queries
with a few modifications in the conjunctive “and” and disjunctive “or” operations
towards a vector space model. Authors in [31] presented the binary independence
retrieval model. This naive Bayes model assesses the probability that a user will find
a document in relevance to the search task. The model considered an index term as a
binary value, and it is based on the assumption that the probability of appearance
for each term is independent of the other index terms. Ranking of the relevant
results is accomplished by minimizing the likelihood of a false judgment as it exploits
the ratio of the two probabilities: a document is a relevant set and a document is
an irrelevant one. The Bayesian inference network model was suggested in [39], in
which random variables are assigned with the index terms, texts, documents, query
concepts and queries. In this model, random variables of documents are considered
as observation of the document in the search process. The network is constructed
from parent nodes and extended to nodes by edges in an acyclic manner. Each node
indicates the random variable, and each parent node contains prior probabilities. The
graph is constructed on conditional independence, i.e., the nodes are conditioned on
their parents and vice versa. In the graph, conditional relationships are presented by
edges. This model can be suitable for different information retrieval ranking models,
like Boolean and TF-IDF.
Some IR models are based on fuzzy sets. The Fuzzy information retrieval model
[27] is on the basis of an assumption where the relevance of a document is defined as
a degree of membership and the query is modeled as a fuzzy set of terms. The degree
of membership is a value between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates full membership and 0
shows non-existing membership. The real advantage of the fuzzy sets is pertaining to
the operators that combine separate sets using set-theoretical operations similar to
Boolean model. The models explained here have been foundations for the modern
IR methods, and they are considered as traditional IR strategies. More details of
these methods can be found from the literature of [6, 20].
2.2 Content-based multimedia information retrieval
Multimedia retrieval has attracted much attention in the last decade. Multimedia is
regarded as the combination of at least two of the following formats: text, audio,
animations, images, video images. Video data is the integration of audio and motion
image tracks. The term video usually refers to various storage formats for motional
pictures.
As was mentioned earlier, studies in CBR were revealed in order to address
problems involved with database management systems. The first years of MIR were
related to computer vision algorithms which concentrated on feature-based similarity
search over images, audio and video. Famous prototypes of these systems are Virage
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[2] and QBIC [8]. Recently, due to the popularity of Internet, search task for images,
videos, etc was directed through the Internet and web. Therefore, Internet image
search engines such as Webseek [37] and Webseer [9] were proposed.
One of the prominent and novel works in automatic search is [14]. A robust
local analysis approach, called PLF which is able to come up with retrieval accuracy
without adopting most top-ranked relevant documents, was proposed. Moreover,
automatic video retrieval has been done based on query-class model, and the
effectiveness of this model has been showed by experiments of this work. In this
model, firstly, a query is classified into one of the categories defined prior. Categories
are named as follows: named person, named object, general object, scene and sports.
While a query is classified, the ranking features of several modalities are mixed
with associated weights of query-class; therefore, they can be utilized for unseen
queries since they are able to be automatically introduced as part of the one of the
predefined categories. Although the retrieval results based on PLF and query-class
model are satisfactory, linking external semantic knowledge sources such as ontology
into PLF can lead to better retrieval performance. In [40] a model, called QUCOM
(query-concept-mapping) for mapping semantic concepts to queries automatically
was proposed. Furthermore, they indicated that solving this problem based on both
image and text are more effective in automatic search task of TECVID 2006 using a
large lexicon of 311 learned semantic concept detector. The strength of this work
is that, by QUCOM, all concepts are not used for search task because some of
these concepts may be irrelevant and reduce the performance of retrieval. Retrieval
based on QUCOM obtains the state of the art performance for query-by-concept
retrieval [4, 5]. As stated by authors, by combining query classification model with
QUCOM, better retrieval results will be achieved, too. The authors in [38] suggested
an automatic video retrieval method in which three individual methods namely,
text matching, ontology querying, and semantic visual query, are applied to select
a relevant detector among a set of machine learned concept detectors. Although
the retrieval results are good, it has a limitation that all these three methods choose
exactly one detector. On the other hand, selecting multiple detectors can get a higher
average precision score than a single one.
Managing information means many things, including analysis, indexing, summa-
rizing, aggregating, browsing and searching [36]. As long as researchers improve new
innovations and strategies in the area of content-based video retrieval, evaluation
of those new strategies becomes very worthwhile. Therefore, all tasks pertaining to
video information retrieval have been evaluated since 2001 by TREC Video Re-
trieval Evaluation (TRECVID), which is an annual benchmarking campaign under
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). TRECVID promotes
progress in content-based retrieval from digital video via open, metric-based evalua-
tion [11]. A number of tasks are introduced in TRECVID as follows: shot boundary
detection, story segmentation, semantic feature extraction, and search.TRECVID
identifies three kinds of search task, including automatic, manual and interactive.
Automatic search task is the focus of this study. The main goal of each search task
is to retrieve shots which are relevant to user’s information need. The TRECVID
search task is defined as follows: given a multimedia statement of information need
(topic) and the common shot reference, return a ranked list of up to 1000 shots from
the reference which best satisfy the need [14].
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2.3 Semantic similarity
Similarity is a complex concept which has been widely discussed in the linguistic,
philosophical and information theory communities [12]. Semantic types were dis-
cussed in terms of two mechanisms: the detection of similarities and differences
[10]. Measures of text similarity have been used for a long time in applications in
natural language processing and related areas. One of the earliest applications of
text similarity is perhaps the vectorial model in information retrieval, where the
document most relevant to an input query is determined by ranking documents
in a collection in reversed order of their similarity to the given query [34]. An
effective method to compute the similarity between words, short texts or sentences
has many applications in natural language processing and related areas such as
information retrieval, and it is regarded as one of the best techniques for improving
retrieval effectiveness [28]. In image retrieval from the Web, the use of short text
surrounding the images can achieve a higher retrieval precision than the use of the
whole document in which the image is embedded [6]. The use of text similarity is
beneficial for relevance feedback and text categorization [21, 23], text summarization
[22, 30].
Recently, text similarity or semantic similarity of words has been utilized in
the area of video retrieval. There have been a large number of studies on word-
to-word similarity metrics ranging from distance-oriented measures computed on
semantic networks, to metrics based on models of distributional similarity derived
from large text collections [25]. Word-to-word similarity metrics are mainly divided
into two groups as follows: knowledge-based and corpus-based. Two prominent
works in video retrieval which utilized semantic similarity of words are [1] and [13].
In [1], knowledge-based and corpus-based semantic word similarity measures, in
addition to visual co-occurrence, were utilized through trained concept detector in
an unsupervised manner in order to solve video retrieval problem by employing
concepts from Natural Language Understanding. By using semantic word similarity,
the authors tried to map query terms which stated in natural language with visual
concepts. Another work is [13] in which the author only used knowledge-based
semantic word similarity measures. In [13], since knowledge-based semantic word
similarity measures is based on WordNet, some query terms could not be mapped
due to the lack of information content (IC); therefore, the authors tried to cover
this problem by presenting an approach for determining information content from
two web-based sources, and demonstrated its application in concept-based video
retrieval. In [19, 26], a corpus-based semantic measure was applied for computing
the similarity between two terms or concepts in concept-based video retrieval. This
measurement named Flickr Context Similarity (FCS) and it is based on the number
of Flickr images associated with concepts.
In this study, firstly, seven of knowledge-based similarity measures which were
used individually in [1], were integrated. Secondly, four of corpus-based semantic
words similarity measures which were used individually in [1], and Flickr Context
Similarity (FCS) [19, 26] were also integrated as a main contribution in this paper
to automatically compute a score that shows the similarity of two input words at
semantic level.
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3 Video retrieval model
This study is mainly categorized in the search task of TRECVID. In search task, a
semantic concept is given as the query, and the system should return the ranked list
of documents (shots in our case) contributing to the query. Then results are stated in
terms of MAP for all submitted queries. One advantage of TRECVID in regard to
video search and retrieval is that it brings all groups and approaches together under
the same metric-based evaluation for comparison and repeated experiments.
3.1 System overview
Different issues and parts, which are designated in the video retrieval model, are
explained in this section in order to give an additional insight into the process of this
study.
As Fig. 1 indicates, firstly, a query in terms of semantic concept is given to the
system as input by user. Semantic concepts, which are stated as the queries, are
completely new for the system. It means that no annotations are available for these
semantic concepts. Moreover, it is essential to build statistical detectors for a set of
semantic concepts. Since it is not possible to provide annotation for every concept in
the world, just a set of semantic concepts are selected for constructing a predefined
concept lexicon. These predefined semantic concepts were formerly annotated under
the Large Scale Concept Ontology for Multimedia (LSCOM). Here, Columbia374
[41] is regarded as an automatic concept detector in this study. More details about
the structure of Columbia374 can be found in [41]. Secondly, queries which are in
terms of new semantic concepts, and there are no annotations for them, should be
automatically mapped onto annotated concepts of Columbia374. Columbia374 as an
automatic concept detector, acts as a trainer, and it provides scores and confidences
for 374 annotated concepts on TRECVID 2005 dataset. Hence, performance of
search task is enhanced significantly by mapping. For instance, a query like “rainy
scene” is in close relationship with such concepts as “weather” or “cloud”. A
controversial debate which arises here is how to map the annotated concepts onto
user-defined queries automatically. So, the next step is mapping which will be
discussed in Section 3.2.
After mapping query with trained concept detectors, confidence scores should
be computed for queries. Therefore, we follow the strategy applied in [1] with
some manipulations for computing the confidence score for queries in terms of new
semantic concept. More details for retrieval of semantic concepts are provided in
Section 3.3.
3.2 Mapping query to pre-defined concepts
Semantic similarity of words was utilized for retrieving video shots for concepts
whose annotations are not available [1, 13]. Semantic similarity of words is di-
vided into two main groups, namely knowledge-based and corpus-based [25]. In
knowledge-based measures, relatedness of two words is semantically computed
based on information drawn from semantic networks, i.e., WordNet hierarchy.
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Fig. 1 Design of video
retrieval model
In corpus-based similarity measures, the degree of similarity between words is
computed based on information drawn from large corpora. In [1], seven measures
of knowledge-based and four measures of corpus-based semantic word similarities
were utilized individually for computing similarity or mapping, and no integration or
combination of these measures was done. Moreover, Flickr Context Similarity (FCS)
which is a corpus-based measure [19, 26] was used for such purpose in concept-based
video retrieval as well. In this paper, firstly, knowledge-based similarity measures
are integrated and secondly, corpus-based similarity measures are integrated, and
they are applied for computing the similarity between queries and 374 concepts of
Columbia374 concept detectors.
As well as [25], integration is done using a linear combination with an equal
weight for each semantic measure. Linear combination is a weighted sum of some
treatments. There are some reasons for applying a linear combination in integrating
different semantic similarities. When relationships between the variable are linear
like our case, linear combination leads to optimal results. In addition, since the result
of all semantic similarity measures is numeric, linear combination is an appropriate
alternative to be applied for integrating numeric outputs. In this way, queries
which are in terms of semantic concept are mapped with pre-defined Columbia374
concepts. Then, the result of similarity is used in order to compute the confidence
score of shots for submitted queries.
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3.3 Retrieving semantic concept
The result of mapping is similarity measure between queries expressed in terms
of new semantic concept and the annotated concepts of Columbia374. This simi-
larity measure is used for computing the confidence score for all video shots. The
confidence score shows the degree of relevancy between query and shot. Therefore,
for each query, the confidence score of all shots should be computed. The utilized
dataset in this study is TRECVID 2005. TRECVID 2005 consists of development set
and test set which will be explained in details in Section 3.4.
The similarity of each new concept (cn)—concept whose annotations are not
available—is measured with annotated concepts which are provided by Columbia374
concept detector. Columbia374 acts as a learner for new concepts, and it is presented
as C = {ci}Ri=1, where R is the number of all annotated concepts which is assumed at
most 374 due to Columbia374; ci is the ith concept in the corpus. Video shot database
is presented as D = {Sk}Nk=1 , where N is the number of all video shots which is at most
N= 64256 for test set. Then, the similarity measure is utilized in (1). Authors in [1]
computed similarity measure between two concepts by utilizing seven of knowledge-
based semantic word similarity, four of corpus-based semantic word similarity and
visual co-occurrence. In the proposed model, for mapping, the integration of corpus-








Since the number of video shots for test set of TRECVID 2005 is 64256, there
will be 64256 confidence scores for each query. Then, all confidence scores should be
sorted, and the first 1000 ranked shots should be selected for evaluation purpose.
3.4 TRECVID dataset
Promoting progress in content-based retrieval from digital video via open, metric-
based evaluation is one of the principle aims of TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation
(TRECVID). Therefore, for evaluation, automatic search development and test
dataset of TRECVID 2005 are applied for search task. This dataset consists of 160
hours of multilingual television news collected in November 2004 from Chinese,
Arabic and American news channels. The first 80 hours is considered as development
set for such tasks as search, high/low level feature, and short boundary detection.
The remaining 80 hours is related to test set. LSCOM provided annotations for
the development set of TRECVID 2005 by determining the presence and absence
of more than 400 concepts in each shot of development set. Columbia374 provides
confidence scores for only 374 annotated concepts.
Since knowledge-based semantic word similarity measures should be experi-
mented, and they are based on WordNet, a subset of 183 concepts which are available
in WordNet is used, and this set is named fractional set. Another subset contains all
374 concepts of Columbia374, and it is called full set. Distribution and occurrences of
concepts for both sets in TRECVID 2005 development set are analyzed and indicated
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Table 1 Distribution and occurrences of concepts for each set
Set Number Least Most >5000 <5000 <20
of frequent frequent
concepts concept concept
Fractional set 183 10 41202 21 (11.47%) 88% 10
Full set 374 10 41202 36 (9.6%) 90% 20
in Table 1. As can be seen from Table 1, in both fractional and full sets, Person and
Water-Tower are the most frequented (41202 0ccurrences) and the least frequented
(10 occurrences) concepts, respectively. Moreover, in fractional set, only 21 concepts
(11.47%) occurred in more than 5000 shots, and the occurrence of 88% of concepts
is less than 5000. There are also 10 concepts which occurred in less than 20 shots.
For full set, while 90% of concepts occurred in less than 5000 shots, there are only
36 concepts (9.6%) that are in more than 5000 shots. The occurrences of 20 concepts
are less than 20 as well. The main aim of data analysis is giving an additional insight
into the dataset and determining the strength of contextual relation in order to come
up with more precise retrieval results.
4 Experimental setup
A set of experiments are conducted on the TRECVID 2005 (TV05) search dataset
[11] to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed video retrieval model. A set of 374
concept detectors, namely Columbia374 [41], is also used. These detectors are trained
based on the development set of TRECVID 2005, which is annotated by LSCOM.
WordNet similarity package [29] is also applied for implementing knowledge-based
semantic similarity measures. There are 10 test concepts defined by NIST as queries.
In this study, only 7 out of these 10 concepts are selected due to knowledge-based
semantic similarity measures. As mentioned before, knowledge-based measures are
based on WordNet, and among 10 test concepts, only 7 of them are available in
WordNet. These 7 test concepts are as follow: Car, Explosion-fire, Maps, Mountain,
Prisoner, Sports, and Waterscape-Waterfront. The video retrieval model should
return the ranked list of up to 1000 results for each query. The ground truth for
all 7 queries is provided by NIST as well. A variety of measures for evaluating the
performance of information retrieval systems have been presented. These measures
need a collection of queries and documents. TRECVID utilizes a set of established
measures to evaluate the effectiveness of retrieval results. Returning a ranked list
of up to 1000 shots from the test collection, contributing to a set of target topics,
is regarded as results. A common measure of retrieval effectiveness called “non-
interpolated average precision” is also defined by NIST over a set of retrieved
documents (shots in our case are considered as the unit of testing and performance
assessment). Average precision emphasizes on ranking relevant documents higher.
It is the average of precision of the relevant documents in the ranked order. Let R j
be the number of true relevant documents in a set of size S; L is the ranked list of
documents returned. At any given index j, let be the number of relevant documents
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in the top j documents. Let I j = 1 if the jth document is relevant and 0 otherwise.







× I j (2)
Finally, the mean of average precision is calculated for all queries which are
considered as an overall performance measure.
5 Results and analysis
In this section, firstly, the integration of seven knowledge-based semantic word sim-
ilarity measures is experimented on fractional set and compared directly with [1] in
which these seven knowledge-based measures were utilized individually. Afterwards,
the integration of corpus-based measures is implemented on both fractional and full
set, and compared with individual corpus-based measures utilized in [1, 19, 26].
5.1 Integration of knowledge-based measures
Table 2 shows the performance of different knowledge-based similarity methods for
fractional set with Columbia374. As can be seen from Table 2, last row presents the
result for the integration of seven knowledge-based measures which is proposed in
this paper, and other areas correspond to the results for seven knowledge-based
measures which were applied individually in [1]. LESK and JCN, with MAP of
12.53% and 12.51% respectively, outperformed other knowledge-based similarity
measures. The reason may be that such similarity measures as LCH, WUP, LIN and
RESNIK cannot work well on any combination of part of speech.
Unlike [1], in this study, all seven knowledge-based similarity measures are inte-
grated and utilized for retrieving semantic concept. Integration of knowledge-based
similarity measures outperformed individual knowledge-based similarity metrics
with MAP of 12.69%. Average precision-recall curves for knowledge-based methods
with fractional set on TRECVID 2005 test set are shown in Fig. 2. Average-precision
for each query and semantic retrieval method is also shown in Fig. 3. As mentioned
before, 7 out of 10 test concepts are applied as queries in the experiment. Among
all queries, the concept “car” has the best Average Precision (AP) using all methods,
whereas “Explosion-fire” and “Prisoner” have the lowest retrieval results. Moreover,
Table 2 Performance of
knowledge-based measures in











Integration of knowledge-based measures 12.69%
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Fig. 2 Precision-recall curves for knowledge-based methods on TRECVID 2005 for fractional set
with Columbia374
the mean of average precision for all queries is calculated and indicated at far right.
As can be viewed from Fig. 3, among all semantic retrieval methods for fractional
set, integration of knowledge-based with MAPs of 12.69% outperformed individual
knowledge-based semantic retrieval measures.
Fig. 3 Average Precision results for each query using knowledge-based methods with fractional set
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Table 3 Performance of corpus-based measures for both fractional and full sets with Columbia374





Flickr Context Similarity (FCS) 14.54% 11.48%
Integration of corpus-based measures 16.73% 12.53%
5.2 Integration of corpus-based measures
In corpus-based similarity measures, similarity between words is determined using
information drawn from large corpora. Corpus-based similarity measures can be
implemented and tested on both fractional set and full set because they are not based
on WordNet.
Table 3 shows the performance of corpus-based measures for both fractional
and full sets. As can be viewed from Table 3, last row indicates the result for
the integration of five corpus-based measures which is proposed in this study, and
other areas are related to the results for corpus-based measures which were utilized
individually in [1, 19, 26]. For fractional set, FCS [19, 26] performs very well with
MAP of 14.54%. Among corpus-based similarity measures utilized in [1], PMI-
IR-WebImage and PMI-IR-WebNEAR are top 2 methods with MAPs of 12.37%
and 11.09%, respectively. Afterwards, the integration of all corpus-based similarity
Fig. 4 Precision-recall curves for corpus-based methods on TRECVID 2005 for fractional set with
Columbia374
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Fig. 5 Precision-recall curves for corpus-based methods on TRECVID 2005 for full set with
Columbia374
measures is applied for retrieving video shots for test semantic concepts, and it
outperformed all individual corpus-based methods with MAP of 16.73%.
In full set, among four corpus-based similarity measures used in [1] individually,
PMI-IR-WebNEAR and PMI-IR-WebImage are top two similarity measures with
MAPs 9.47% and 9.45%, respectively. Although FCS similarity measure [1, 19, 26]
with MAP of 11.48% performs better than corpus-based similarity measures of [1], it
is still slightly lower than the integration of all corpus-based measures with MAP of
12.53%.
Average precision-recall curves for corpus-based measures with fractional set and
full set on TRECVID 2005 test set are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. Average
precision of each query using corpus-based methods for both fractional and full sets
is also shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
Fig. 6 Average Precision results for each query using corpus-based methods with fractional set
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Fig. 7 Average Precision results for each query using corpus-based methods with full set
6 Conclusion
For searching desirable video, users easily express their needs by a textual description
in natural language using high-level concepts. Nevertheless, there is a mismatch
between the low-level interpretation of video frames and the way users express their
information needs. This issue leads to the problem named semantic gap. Moreover,
video needs to be manually annotated in order to support semantic query. However,
annotating video is a very tedious and challenging task. In this paper, semantic video
retrieval model is proposed to find new concepts without availability of annotations.
One major contribution of this study is to evaluate various semantic similarity
measures against the integration of them in concept based video retrieval. This
study showed that the integration of knowledge-based and corpus-based measures
outperformed individual ones.
Possible future work includes exploring more reliable and powerful semantic
similarity measure and taking into account string similarity measure which can be
beneficial in such cases [17]. Retrieving video shots for queries which are expressed
in terms of a group of semantic concepts (sentence) rather than one semantic concept
can be regarded as another future direction in semantic video retrieval.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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